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“Because they talk to each other 
socially and consult with each other 
when common decisions have to be 
made, the people involved in these 
networks have more power in the 

group than those who don't. And it is a 
rare group that does not establish some 

informal networks of communication 
through the friends that are made in it.”















• Slackers:  Take a "free ride" from the group

• Depressives: Constantly expressed 
pessimism and cynicism towards the task.

• Jerks: make mean remarks, curse at people, 
publicly embarrass participants.



• No community is truly structureless

• Drupal’s structure is based on contribution 
aka time spent

• These things together work against the 
values that most of the community hold 
dear
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https://www.drupal.org/node/2188053

Should Drupal.org participate in the Internet freedom movement at 
TheDayWeFightBack.org?

https://groups.drupal.org/node/398548

Should Drupal.org participate in political issues?
https://groups.drupal.org/node/411803

The Tyranny Of Structurelessness
http://www.jofreeman.com/joreen/tyranny.htm
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Drupalcores chart of Drupal 8 contributions
http://ericduran.github.io/drupalcores/

If you're a developer, and you aren't fixing #Drupal 8 critical bugs, care to share why?
https://twitter.com/webchick/status/507919029034835968
https://twitter.com/webchick/status/507967218630803457

How, when, and Why Bad Apples Spoil the Barrel
http://openwetware.org/images/a/a5/Final_BA_ROB.pdf
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrUdoIrGHkY

You Matter More Than The Cause
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The Wire - Lester Freamon, A Wise Man
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b54EEpdv9q8

Drupalcon Amsterdam: Managing Complexity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxPIpCbDbL4
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